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Key Points 

• SubSea Craft’s VICTA DDU brings combined surface and sub-surface travel for special forces operations, 

plus capacity to support various sub-surface tasks 

• VICTA’s integrated capabilities seek to offset the strategic and operational effects of access denial 

strategies 

In recent years many countries have increased their operational focus on and capability investment in special 

forces (SF), recognising the strategic value and operational flexibility that SF deliver. Consequently, companies 

are continuing to invest in new concepts, technologies, and capabilities for SF operations. 

One example is the VICTA Diver Delivery Unit (DDU) from the UK’s SubSea Craft. Currently, SF use long-

range insertion craft (LRIC) for surface-based fast transit and insertion operations at distance. Swimmer delivery 

vehicles (SDVs), often submarine-based, are used for sub-surface insertion. For SubSea, VICTA brings a new 

concept, providing the combined capability to conduct long-range surface transit at speed before transitioning to 

DDU mode for sub-surface insertion. 

“VICTA was never designed to compete with an LRIC, which is larger and designed just for long-range insertion. 

It’s the same for sub-surface: VICTA was never designed to compete with an SDV,” Bill Barfoot, SubSea’s head 

of craft operations, told Janes. “Our craft is a balance.… It’s not of optimum design for either of those areas. 

What we’ve done is produce a craft of optimum design to support both as one.” 
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An artist’s rendering of SF operators preparing to transition from surface transit to sub-surface operations in 

SubSea Craft’s VICTA DDU. (SubSea Craft) 
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New operational concept 

VICTA is designed to conduct rapid surface transit up to 250 n miles (using cruise and sprint speeds of up to 30 kt 

and 40 kt, respectively) before transitioning (in a two-minute target time) to sub-surface operations. Once dived, 

VICTA transits at up to 8 kt over a total submerged distance of 25 n miles, during which it deploys its eight-

person SF unit. 

In providing the capability to make this transition, VICTA can operate across the seams between the surface and 

sub-surface domains. In so doing, it provides prospectively a new concept in the context of anti-access/area denial 

(A2/AD) strategies, designed to keep adversary forces away from key strategic areas during crisis or conflict. 

 

An artist’s rendering of the VICTA craft highlighting the surface and sub-surface propulsion systems that enable 

the craft to operate on and below the surface, and a computer-based ‘fly-by-wire’ control system. (SubSea Craft) 
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Countering such A2/AD strategies, and their focus on denying access and operational space, is a challenge for 

many forces, Professor John Louth, a non-executive director at SubSea, told Janes. “The next 20 years or so are 

going to be about thinking through A2/AD solutions in the context of great power rivalries,” he said. “What 

Western-oriented states are going to have to do to influence these rivalries is operate in the seams between normal 
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operating areas”, such as between surface and sub-surface domains. “The seams … are going to be the access 

points to areas that we’re denied,” Louth believes. “Having a suite of capabilities that can access those denied 

areas in a stealthy and secure way to undertake a range of missions and activities becomes quite a compelling 

proposition.” 

VICTA’s ability to operate independently – being deployed from and returning to a pier or ‘mothership’ (like a 

pre-positioned surface, auxiliary, or commercial vessel of opportunity) – offers a cost-effective capability, 

reducing the requirement for using high-value assets to conduct the mission or be forward-deployed to support an 

alternative SF delivery platform, Louth explained. 

Moreover, VICTA can support missions other than DDU tasks, said Louth. “What I think we’ll find [in the future] 

is the SF community doing more than they’ve traditionally done,” he said. “That allows for broader discussion 

around this kind of flexible, multi-use capability to complement [the equipment] they have already.” While the 

DDU function is VICTA’s primary role, the concept can support tasks such as surveillance and intelligence 

gathering. 

“While we class this craft as a DDU … [and] whilst that is incredibly important in terms of the missions that are 

carried out … you need to look at what more this craft can deliver,” said Barfoot. “You’re coming away from 

purely delivery of operators and you’re going into more strategic requirements.” Such requirements, he explained, 

can be sitting off a location and gathering information. Barfoot added that VICTA’s ability to be configured to 

collect and share real-time information and operate independent of larger assets is “a massive leap forward” 

compared with current DDU concepts of operations (CONOPS). 

 

Design specifications from SubSea Craft for the VICTA DDU. (SubSea Craft) 
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In terms of independent operations, the craft does not need larger assets to support any phase of its launch, 

operation, or recovery – unless the choice is made to use a vessel of opportunity. In terms of supporting a larger 

force, he noted that VICTA, when networked with other sub-surface and surface assets, could be forward 

deployed to operate as a covert, picket-type sensor for larger assets. 

“You could replace the divers with a cluster of sensors and the craft could sit stationary, observing and gathering 

information,” said Tim Chicken, SubSea’s chief commercial officer. Individual units could conduct counter-

narcotics operations, or a collection of units could provide coastal defence, he explained. “You could provide a 

framework of capabilities,” Chicken added. 
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New design concept 

Alongside meeting new CONOPS requirements, VICTA’s design concept has been re-developed over the last 18 

months. 

VICTA now uses a monohull design, which SubSea’s chief technology officer Simon Eveleigh told Janes is “a 

radical re-design” compared with the original twin-hull, catamaran concept. The drivers for change were design 

and operational, Eveleigh explained. 

In design terms, several factors shaped the shift. First, VICTA had to fit within a standard 40 ft (12 m) ISO 

shipping container, said Eveleigh. The second factor concerned submerging and operating the diesel engine 

without it being contained within a pressure vessel (a sealed, pressurised container in which the engine would sit) 

as the engine in effect becomes a pressure vessel in its own right, he explained. “Both engines in the catamaran 

had pressure vessels: those pressure vessels generated a lot of buoyancy. That buoyancy has to be countered and 

you do that with weight,” said Eveleigh. “Extra weight means more power and then you’re in an ever-decreasing 

circle of adding more power, adding more weight, and not achieving the performance requirements.” 

 

The key design elements in VICTA include two pairs of small thrusters, fitted in the forward hydroplanes and in 

the afterdeck to provide dynamic stability control. Pictured is one of the forward pair. (Lee Willett) 
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The third factor is related to sub-surface hydrodynamic speed. “The ability to move at speed sub-surface, 

especially in tidal zones, is key,” Eveleigh said. The monohull design option was “driven predominantly by that 

ability to move at speed beneath the surface”, he continued. “Its shape is hydrodynamic and very efficient: far 

more than the catamaran.” 
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Finally, Eveleigh pointed to the operational importance of an effective ‘buddy’ diving system. “When you’re 

diving, wherever possible, you always buddy dive. Putting two sets of crew in two hulls separated by 3 m or so 

compromised that buddy system. In VICTA, every diver has a buddy adjacent.” 

Eveleigh noted one redesign trade-off: VICTA retains only a single surface engine (its 725 hp Seatek diesel 

engine, powering a Kongsberg Kamewa water jet). However, although losing surface propulsion redundancy, the 

craft maintains two independent propulsion systems: a separate system for sub-surface transit (two subCtech 

lithium-ion batteries, powering twin 15 kW Copenhagen electric thrusters). 

A lightweight, carbon-fibre composite hull also enables VICTA to generate speed. 

Atop the hull, all structures are built using inner and outer carbon-fibre layers infused with a foam core, which 

increases spacing between the two layers, creating a stiff but light structure, Eveleigh explained. Below the 

waterline, no foam core is used as the hull must be durable to prevent damage, such as if the craft settles on the 

seabed or anchors to an underwater structure. Hull strength is reinforced through an infusion laminating process, 

with the carbon-fibre layers bonded with resin and then cured. 

VICTA’s light weight aids deployability as it can be carried by large transport aircraft or flat-bed truck. The craft 

can also be embarked in a 40 ft shipping container, using a cradle, for deployment from a port or vessel, with a 

crane placing it in the water. A main lifting point – forward of the engine and underpinned by a reinforced 

bulkhead – takes VICTA’s full weight, while a lifting point at the bow enables stability during lifts. 

Barfoot said there are other developments that could further aid deployability: first, a rail-based system within the 

container would improve placement accuracy and deployment speed; and second, using a trailer for the craft 

would increase manoeuvrability and deployability, including from a slipway. 

Once at sea, VICTA is designed to operate on the surface in up to Sea State 3: in higher sea states, it would be 

challenging for the craft to maintain cruise or sprint speeds and for the operators to maintain readiness. Although 

VICTA could submerge, dived operations are intended for the delivery, not transit, phase. 

Once dived, VICTA is a ‘wet submersible’: the cabin fills with water and operators breathe through a central air 

supply (using their personal rebreathers only upon exiting the craft). 

One prominent design development is waterproofing the diesel engine, including testing it at sub-surface 

pressures. Work involved SubSea partners Seatek, an Italy-based engine builder, and BAR Technologies for hull 

and control system design. Design and test focus concentrated particularly on the air inlet and exhaust outlet, with 

valves used to close off water ingress. The engine unit was tested to an external pressure of 45 m: 50% greater 

than VICTA’s 30 m design diving limit, said Eveleigh. Pressure testing was completed in Italy before the engine 

was transferred to the United Kingdom. 
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Central to VICTA’s concept of operations is a ‘fly-by-wire’ control system based around a common helm 

providing the same controls for surface and sub-surface operation. At the helm, which uses the SciSYS CGI 

command system, the two crew have identical, linked consoles (pictured) for operating the control system. (Lee 

Willett) 
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The water ingress rate during submergence is critical to VICTA’s effective operation across the surface/sub-

surface seam and especially in achieving the target transition time. Four ‘scoops’ underneath the hull are used to 

fill and empty the vessel. For diving, these ‘scoops’ are turned to face the water flow, with forward motion 

pushing water into the craft. 

Two pairs of small thrusters are fitted in the forward hydroplanes and in the afterdeck to provide dynamic stability 

control. The craft’s Sonardyne sonar system articulates through a bow hatch, which enables “intimate contact with 

the water so the sonar can provide its transmit and receive signals without being impeded by the vessel’s 

structure”, Eveleigh said. 

The sonar is one of several systems fitted as standard, with others including the radar, inertial navigation system, 

and GPS. The communications fit can be customised and could include very-high frequency, acoustic 

communications, or secure military-band radio. A telescopic mast can carry communications antennas or other 

sensors like a camera. “That can be used in periscope mode, close to the surface,” said Eveleigh. 
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New technology 

One technology SubSea highlighted was VICTA’s ‘fly-by-wire’ control system. Although ‘fly-by-wire’ concepts 

are not new, SubSea argued that VICTA has a USP in using a computer-based ‘fly-by-wire’ system for DDU 

operations, as opposed to mechanical rods, wires, and levers used in other sub-surface delivery craft. 

VICTA’s ‘fly-by-wire’ system was designed by BAR Technologies and enables a common helm, using the same 

controls for surface and sub-surface operation. The craft’s SciSYS CGI command system integrates inputs 

including navigation, collision avoidance, and communications. Information from both systems is presented to the 

two-person crew (pilot and co-pilot) via consoles. The crew each have an identical, linked console via which they 

control, steer, and navigate. Both have a joystick that operates a control screen cursor; pressure-sensitive buttons 

on the screen enable the pilots to choose from pre-set options. The other six operators face seat-back display 

screens that allow the pilots to share information and all eight operators to communicate using pre-set messages. 

Eveleigh said the ‘fly-by-wire’ system has been developed and is awaiting testing, which has two phases: 

simulation, and characterisation/optimisation during sea trials. 

The system’s benefits are three-fold, Eveleigh explained. First, from a capability perspective, it operates in 

surface and sub-surface modes. Second, in design and operation terms, it reduces pilot workload. “[It] takes the 

fatigue away from the pilot and the navigator so they can concentrate on key areas of the craft,” Barfoot added. 

“The key area is the transition, taking the craft from surface, sub-surface, and return.” The fatigue burden for 

pilots in a lengthy sub-surface transit using mechanical controls is significant, he argued. 

 

VICTA can be deployed by large transport aircraft (pictured in a rendering), on a flat-bed truck, or in a 40 ft ISO 

shipping container. Developing a trailer for the craft would also increase manoeuvrability and deployability. 

(SubSea Craft) 
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Third, said Eveleigh, from a design perspective, the ‘fly-by-wire’ system “provides a portal by which we could 

expand into autonomous operations should that be desired”. Chicken added, “Whilst we haven’t designed VICTA 

with autonomy in mind, replacing the pilots’ input with digital input would enable autonomous operation; the 

craft is designed to accept and process digital signals.” 

New capability 

The company believes the vessel’s design concepts and technologies offer capacity to use submerged SF 

operations to generate independent, forward-deployed, sustained, and covert maritime command, control, and 

communications (C3). 

“A good way of looking at it is this craft has the capability of being a command centre,” said Barfoot. “If you 

look at the primary role – DDU operations – the craft can manoeuvre into an area of operations where it can 

safely deliver the team; the craft can remain in a submerged position to support the team, maintaining 

communications through its antenna and providing real-time imagery via its camera suite on its utility mast. 

“Hopefully, through-water acoustic communications will allow the team to continually communicate with the 

craft while sub-surface,” Barfoot added. Through such networks, information could be sent to VICTA from the 

operating team or from underwater vehicles (either operating locally or having been deployed from VICTA). In 

this way, the craft could act as a ‘gateway’ and send information to other sub-surface platforms, surface vessels, 

shore locations, or satellites. 

“Whereas before, the means of achieving that were quite limited, that [technology area] is moving at such a pace 

all the time, so [this option] is no longer ruled out by the fact that the craft is underwater,” said Chicken. “Because 

this is a relatively cheap platform and it operates on the surface, as well as submerged, you’re growing the 

potential for it to provide a further communications node.” 

“Our future aspiration is to have our command system linked to the combat system on larger assets,” said Barfoot. 

“If you think about it in terms of networks of networks, you could have a number of these craft talking in real 

time through existing communications technology to other assets in the traditional domains,” said Louth. “This 

could even provide a pre-emptive set of assets for early stages of classic counter-A2/AD insertion.” 
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Elements of the SubSea Craft VICTA DDU. (Janes/SubSea Craft) 
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Comment 

Navies already recognise the effect of rapid insertion of specialist forces to conduct sustained surveillance and 

communications tasks. During its ‘Baltic Protector’ deployment in 2019, the UK-led Joint Expeditionary Force-

Maritime (JEF-M) multinational task group – headed by the UK amphibious assault ship HMS Albion – 

conducted training in the western Baltic region that included using a Royal Norwegian Navy Skjold-class fast 

corvette to conduct rapid insertion of amphibious forces to provide surveillance capability ashore. A platform 

such as VICTA could conduct this sort of rapid insertion covertly. 

 

Notably the western Baltic region, including the Skagerrak-Kattegat straits choke point, is one sea line of 

communication (in this instance, into the Baltic Sea) that Russian A2/AD strategies are designed to deny access 

to. 

 

 


